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Astrid’s story

(the Netherlands)
After years of therapy, it seems to
Astrid as if there is nothing and no one
left to take away her (mental) pain. She
decides that she is done living and applies for
euthanasia. Astrid lives toward the moment
of her euthanasia, until a special encounter
changes everything: ‘It was as if I entered a
room full of love.’
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Mustafa’s story

(Egypt)
Mustafa is raised with Islam, but as he gets
older he gets more and more questions
about God and his life: “Why did my
mother die when I was young?” He
searches the Internet for answers and
talks about Jesus with someone
through an online chat. In Egypt it is
difficult to be a Christian, but through the
Internet he becomes connected to an
“online church”.
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(France)
Every day, Michelle prays for her
son. There has been a void in her
heart since he ran away from
home. She is worried and her fear
grows that something will happen to him.
She receives a daily email, full of miracles,
from which she draws faith and strength.
But then, one day, the email contains the
miracle of Michelle.
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The past 10 years, Jesus.net received
thousands of testimonies from all over the
world about how God changed people’s lives
through online ministry. Those testimonies
are the reason for this celebration!
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EVERY DAY ONE STEP CLOSER TO JESUS
Looking back on this evening full of videos,
songs and stories, we can imagine that it’s
difficult to remember all the details. Go to
jesus.net/celebration to rewatch the videos.
Share them with the people around you!

Cara’s story

(United States)
There are so many things that require our
attention these days. Cara is looking for new
ways to stay in touch with God, now
that she is so busy. With help from
her smartphone, she now
involves Him in the things
that concern her.

Through various websites, Jesus.net makes a
connection with people who search online for
hope, meaning, faith or answers to their
‘life-questions’. Next, we introduce them to
(an element of) the Gospel and help them
discover more about Jesus through free
online courses, videos, apps and email series.
People who already follow Jesus are
challenged to share their faith (online and
offline) with the people around them.
Eventually, Jesus.net hopes that people take
the step from searching and learning online to
becoming part of a local church or
community.
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ABOUT JESUS.NET
Jesus.net is a network of over 85
organizations, active in 34 languages,
worldwide, with the purpose of helping
people to grow in faith and take one step
closer to Jesus every day.
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SONGS
How great is
our God
10.000 Reasons

Going forward, we challenge you to take one
step closer to Jesus every day and support
others in their journey as well. Go to
jesus.net/getinvolved and become an important
link within the Jesus.net network, by praying,
working with us or making a donation.

